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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, when software has become part of most everyday ap-
pliances, the significance of the software industry and especially
small software companies is growing. The vast majority of compa-
nies world-wide are Small or Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs). In
Finland, over half of the software companies have only two to ten
employees.
Improving the operations of a company is necessary in order to
maintain its competitive edge. Software Process Improvement (SPI)
activities have been reported to result in remarkable improvements
in the quality of software, reduced time to market and increased
productivity.
However, despite the evidence suggesting that the size of the or-
ganization does not limit its potential for SPI success, small compa-
nies (SCs) have been somewhat neglected by the SPI research com-
munity. The techniques and standards developed to support SPI
are generally aimed at the larger organizations. As a result, small
software companies struggle to initiate their improvement projects.
The aim of this thesis is to provide a validated, practical, and
easy to apply approach for small software companies to cost-effectively
initiate SPI. The research is driven by close collaboration with SMEs
undergoing SPI. Several case studies were conducted to develop
and validate such an approach.
The main contribution of the thesis is LAPPI, a light-weight
technique to practical process modeling and improvement target
identification. The LAPPI technique enables small software com-
panies to initiate SPI cost-effectively. LAPPI is complemented by
research into motivation monitoring, a recommended practice that
supports the initiation and success of SPI initiatives in SCs.
The contribution of the thesis is beneficial for stakeholders of
SPI projects in small companies. The results are especially applica-
ble in cases where companies are having trouble initiating SPI or
have concerns about the cost of implementing SPI.
Universal Decimal Classification: 004.41, 004.413, 005.62, 334.713 IN-
SPEC Thesaurus: software engineering; software process improvement;
software quality; small-to-medium enterprises; human factors
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1 Introduction
This thesis aims to make initiating Software Process Improvement
(SPI) projects easier in small software companies. Understanding
the current state of the software processes and their problem points
is crucial for the success of SPI initiatives [8,9]. Without this under-
standing, SPI resources may be allocated to less meaningful targets.
The vast majority of companies world-wide are small or medium
sized enterprises (SMEs), with no more than 250 employees [10]. In
Finland, the majority of software companies are even smaller, with
no more than 50 employees [11]. Over half of these small companies
(SCs) have merely two to ten employees [11].
Nowadays, when software has become part of most everyday
appliances, the significance of the software industry and especially
small software companies is large and growing [12, 13]. Among
other things, small software companies ensure healthy competition.
In order to maintain their competitiveness small companies need to
continuously improve their operations [13]. Effective implementa-
tion of SPI approaches can help to achieve this goal [6].
The idea of better quality software products through better qual-
ity processes was developed in the 1980s [6]. Since then the SPI
research community has been committed to process improvement
research, see e.g. [14, 15]. In addition, there have been initiatives
for standardization of SPI, e.g. ISO/IEC 15504 [16]. ISO/IEC 15504
among SEI’s (Software Engineering Institute) CMMI c© (Capability
Maturity Model Integration) [17] are nowadays popular approaches
for SPI. There are a lot of examples on the success of SPI initiatives,
see for example [18–20].
However, despite the fact that it is shown that the size of the
organization does not limit its potential for SPI success [21], small
software companies have been neglected by the SPI research com-
munity for a long time. Only in recent years has the research fo-
cus shifted to include them [13]. Small companies can also achieve
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high organizational performance via SPI activities [21]. Further, in
SMEs, a positive correlation between increases in SPI and increases
in business success has been shown to exist [18]. However, the SPI
programs intended for small companies should not only be scaled
down versions of those applied in large companies [22].
Features that make small companies different from their large
competitors, and in turn affect how their SPI programs should be
run, have been researched extensively, see e.g. [7, 13, 23, 24]. Dif-
ferent kinds of process improvement approaches have been devel-
oped accordingly [25–28]. Perhaps the main challenge of SPI in
small software companies is their often limited resources, time and
money [13]. In addition, it may be difficult to maintain flexibil-
ity and adaptability in small software companies operations while
improving process performance and maturity [21, 29].
Small software companies’ SPI programs often rely on making
small adjustments to the software process on a regular basis, rather
than occasionally implementing larger SPI initiatives [7]. Further,
process improvements in the smaller companies are often of a tacit
nature: ideas, discussions, awareness and accumulated learning
experienced [7]. In addition, cost-effectiveness and the ability to
support process optimization are important qualities of an SPI ap-
proach suited to SMEs [7, 13, 22]. However, current process im-
provement standards usually address process optimization only on
higher management levels [7]. High maturity is difficult to reach
for small companies [23].
The majority of the process improvement approaches developed
for small software companies use are based on process improve-
ment standards like ISO/IEC 15504 [16] or maturity models like
the CMMI c© [17]. The approaches most often apply process assess-
ment to visualize the current state of processes and initiate process
improvement. Small companies often find it problematic to apply
such approaches [2, 23]. The main problem often being that they
consider the approaches too heavy weight for their purposes [2].
Further, smaller companies struggle with applying process as-
sessments [7, 30] needed to visualize the current state of processes
2 Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 136
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prior to applying the process improvement standards. The pro-
cess assessment methods usually require more resources than small
companies can afford to invest in order to produce meaningful re-
sults [30]. In addition, process assessment methods are not ideal for
detecting tacit knowledge [7]. Further, small scale, informal process
improvements are often difficult to measure and likely to be over-
looked by conventional process assessments [7].
Hence, there is a lack of well focused, cost-effective, easy to
adopt approach for initiating SPI in small companies. In addition,
the approach should be suitable for process optimization and vi-
sualizing improvements in tacit knowledge. This thesis aims to fill
this gap. The research problem of the thesis is: ”How to practi-
cally and cost-effectively initiate process improvement in a small
software company?”
The main contribution of the thesis is the LAPPI (A light-weight
technique to practical process modeling and improvement target
identification) technique [5]. The LAPPI technique is a practical
technique for process modeling developed in close collaboration
with software practitioners working for small and medium-sized
software companies. Applying LAPPI, software organizations can
quickly model processes, make them visible, identify the prob-
lem points, and recognize undefined parts of the process. Further,
LAPPI supports visualizing the tacit knowledge and points of im-
provement related to it [31].
In relation to the Initiating - Diagnosing - Establishing - Acting
- Leveraging (IDEAL) model [32], which can be used as a roadmap
for an SPI program, LAPPI is most beneficial in the diagnosing
phase of SPI. The LAPPI technique consists of modeling workshops
and documentation, is not tied to any SPI framework, and enables
the use of different kinds of SPI approaches, for example, CMMI
[17] and ISO/IEC 15504 [16]. LAPPI has been validated via over 40
case studies presented in [5, 31, 33].
Further, to complement the LAPPI technique, motivation moni-
toring is suggested to be applied to support the success and contin-
uation of SPI initiatives [3]. Previous research has shown that man-
Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 136 3
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agement and employee motivation is needed to enable successful
process improvement [34, 35]. Hence, motivation for SPI is impor-
tant, especially in small software companies where resources are
often limited. The small companies often cannot afford to employ
dedicated process improvement personnel and existing employees,
who are already burdened with their current duties, find it difficult
to take on additional tasks such as SPI responsibilities [13].
The research presented in the thesis is based on five studies
conducted in collaboration with the software industry. The studies
present the LAPPI technique’s different evolution phases (studies
I and III), discuss the motivational aspects of SPI (study II) and
validate the LAPPI technique (Studies IV and V). Each of the studies
is published as an individual research paper. The papers can be
seen as appendices of the thesis.
4 Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 136
2 Research Background
The following subsections present a literature review of research
related to the thesis. Section 2.1 describes the qualities of small
companies. Section 2.2 describes the main characteristics of soft-
ware process improvement. The most important standards and
frameworks from the SPI perspective are presented in Section 2.3,
highlighting the most relevant ones; the CMMI c© [17], ISO/IEC
15504 [16], and ISO/IEC 29110 [2]. In section 2.4, motivational
issues are covered from an SPI perspective. Section 2.5 concentrates
on SPI in small companies. Section 2.6 presents process modeling
and how it supports process improvement.
2.1 SMALL COMPANIES
”A small company” (SC) is defined as a company with less than 50
employees [1]. Very small entities (VSEs) are even smaller. ”VSE
can mean an independent partnership or linked organization hav-
ing up to 25 people that is engaged in a software implementa-
tion project.” [2]. Small and very small software companies are
extremely important to the growth of many national economies
[12, 13]. A significant amount of companies throughout Europe are
small or very small. For example, in 2008 the majority of Finnish
software companies employed less than 5 people [11]. The whole of
Europe’s small and medium sized companies (up to 250 employees)
represent 93% of all business while in the US 56% of the businesses
fall into this category [36].
Small companies have the same need to maintain and improve
their competitiveness as their larger counterparts and consequently
small companies also need to improve their processes. However,
small software companies do not necessarily share the same char-
acteristics and goals as large companies [13], which affects their
SPI initiatives [23]. There are certain unique features of small com-
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panies that need to be understood. Their resources, both finan-
cial and human, are often limited, and management, work, and
organizational culture may differ greatly from the ones in large or-
ganizations. Small companies are characterized by low hierarchy
organization which enables direct communication. Hence, small
companies are generally very flexible and reactive. In addition,
small companies’ employees often assume various roles in paral-
lel [13, 24].
Further, small companies often apply agile software develop-
ment methods [37]. According to Erickson et al. [38] ”agility means
to strip away as much as of the heaviness, commonly associated
with the traditional software development methodologies, as possi-
ble to promote quick response to changing environments, changes
in user requirements, accelerated project deadlines and the like”.
Agile methods can be seen as a reaction to traditional software de-
velopment methods, which emphasize ”a rationalized, engineering-
based approach” [37, 39, 40]. Agile methods are reported to best
work on small teams, and thus are popular and often most benefi-
cial in small companies [37].
2.2 SOFTWARE PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
Schedule and budget overruns are common in software industry
[41, 42]. Furthermore, software products are often delivered with
insufficient or unwanted functionality, poor reliability etc [43]. All
these issues are related to the quality of the software. Watts Humph-
rey [6] developed the idea that the quality of a software system can
be improved by improving the quality of the process used to de-
velop it. Software process improvement (SPI) is based on these
underlying principles.
Software process improvement is said to ”characterize all ac-
tions undertaken to improve an organization’s processes to both in-
crease their efficiency and meet the organization’s business goals”
[2]. Software process improvement is a set of activities that will
lead to a better software process, and through which higher qual-
6 Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 136
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ity software products can be delivered in a more timely manner.
Process improvement should be driven by business goals such as
increasing productivity, customer satisfaction or increasing market
share [2]. Plenty of evidence exists to show that improvement ini-
tiatives provide profitable results [19, 20, 44–46].
To initiate process improvement initiatives in a company, a pro-
cess improvement environment is needed. Software process in-
frastructure, process improvement roadmap, process assessment
method, and software process improvement plan are key compo-
nents of this environment [9]. Software process infrastructure con-
sists of the organizational and management infrastructure and the
technical infrastructure. Improvement roadmap specifies steps to-
wards realization of an effective software process, e.g. approaches
like CMMI c© and ISO/IEC 15504 can be used as such [9]. In ad-
dition, software process improvement program model, e.g. IDEAL
(Initiating-Diagnosing-Establishing-Acting-Leveraging), can be used
to guide development of a long-range, integrated plan for initiating
and managing a SPI program [32].
Software process improvement is often approached through pro-
cess assessment [6, 9, 30]. Process assessments help to make the
strengths and weaknesses of the organization’s processes visible
and, thereby act as a catalyst for the SPI initiative and generation
of the improvement plan [9, 30]. CMMI c© and ISO/IEC 15504 have
their own assessment models and in cases when those are not suit-
able a large variety of approaches can be found, see e.g. Adept [25]
or METvalCOMPETISOFT [47]. The improvement plan is gener-
ated based on the process assessment results. In the improvement
plan, the assessment findings are generated into specific improve-
ment actions [9].
Several factors can affect the success of SPI programs. Successful
process improvement starts at the top of the organization [9]. Se-
nior management commitment is required to launch a change effort
and to provide continuing resources. However, it is not enough to
ensure the management’s commitment, to create a successful and
continuous improvement program the involvement of the whole
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organization is needed [9]. In addition to management and staff
motivation, other important SPI success factors are clear and rele-
vant SPI goals, staff time and adequate resources [35]. Furthermore,
to make process improvement successful it should be understood
as a continuous effort involving learning and evolution, not a one-
off experiment [48]. In addition, the extent to which the software
organization collects and utilizes quality data to guide and assess
the effects of SPI activities has an impact on the SPI programs suc-
cess [21]. Hence, a company should develop a measurement pro-
gram in conjunction with their SPI initiatives [9].
2.3 PROCESS IMPROVEMENT STANDARDS AND FRAME-
WORKS
There are numerous standards developed to ease the efforts in im-
proving the software product quality. IEEE Standard Glossary of
Software Engineering Terminology [49] defines standard as ”manda-
tory requirements employed and enforced to prescribe a disciplined
uniform approach to software development, that is, mandatory con-
ventions and practices are in fact standards”. Another definition
given by the ISO/IEC Guide [50] is that a standard is ”a document,
established by consensus and approved by a recognized body that
provides, for common and repeated use, rules, guidelines or char-
acteristics for activities or their results, aimed at the achievement of
the optimum degree of order in a given context”.
Customs, conventions, company products, corporate standards,
etc. sometimes become generally accepted and dominant; these
kinds of documentations are called ”de-facto standards” [51]. In
addition to ”standards” and ”de-facto standards”, ”framework” is
a much used term when covering sets of documentation defining
different aspects of software engineering in a standard like manner.
The Oxford English Dictionary [52] defines framework as ”a basic
structure underlying a system, concept, or text”.
Figure 2.1 presents the standards and frameworks most relevant
to this research and the relationships between them. The Figure
8 Dissertations in Forestry and Natural Sciences No 136
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Figure 2.1: Standards and frameworks related to the research [53].
adapts that of Sheard [53].
SPI has its roots in quality management and improvement [54]
fields. ISO 9000 [55] standard series covers quality management
and quality improvement is discussed for example in Six Sigma
[56]. Six Sigma is a set of techniques, and tools for process improve-
ment developed. Six Sigma is not presented in figure 2.1 but has
influenced the development of CMMI and hence, the development
of ISO/IEC 15504 [57].
ISO 9001 has also had an influence in the evolution of ISO/IEC
15504 [16]. ISO/IEC 15504 aka ”SPICE” (Software Process Im-
provement and Capability dEtermination) is a framework for the
assessment of processes and was initially derived from ISO/IEC
12207 and from maturity models like Bootstrap [14] and the SW-
CMM c© [15]. ISO/IEC 15504 and CMMI c© (Capability Maturity
Model Integration) [17], the successor of SW-CMM c©, seem to be
the most popular SPI frameworks nowadays, see e.g. [58].
ISO/IEC 29110 [2] was conceived due to small companies hav-
ing serious trouble adopting ISO/IEC 12207 [59] and ISO/IEC 15289
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[60]. ISO/IEC 12207 is a software lifecycle processes standard that
aims to define all the tasks required for developing and maintain-
ing software. ISO/IEC 15289 was developed to assist users of sys-
tems and software life cycle processes to manage information items
(usually meaning documentation) and is based on the life cycle pro-
cesses described in ISO/IEC 12207 or ISO/IEC 15288 [61]. ISO/IEC
29110 is planned for very small entities (enterprises, organizations,
departments or projects) (VSEs), i.e. companies employing no more
than 25 people. The purpose of the ISO/IEC 29110 standard is
to define a subset of ISO/IEC standards relevant to the VSE con-
text, i.e. processes and outcomes of ISO/IEC 12207 and products of
ISO/IEC 15289. ISO/IEC 29110 also has a link to ISO/IEC 15504.
ISO/IEC 15504’s process assessment requirements are applied also
in ISO/IEC 29110.
CMMI c© and ISO/IEC 15504 set the foundation of contempo-
rary process improvement work. These two have not been directly
used in this thesis but they have provided the reference model for
the research presented. These two and ISO/IEC 29110 are described
in more detail in the next subsections.
2.3.1 The CMMI c©
The CMMI c© (Capability Maturity Model Integration) [17] is a pro-
cess improvement approach developed by the SEI (Software Engi-
neering Institute) that provides organizations with the essential ele-
ments of effective processes that aim to improve their performance.
The CMMI c© can be used to guide process improvement across a
project, a division, or an entire organization. It helps integrate tra-
ditionally separate organizational functions, set process improve-
ment goals and priorities, provide guidance for quality processes,
and provide a point of reference for appraising current processes.
The CMMI c© is being adopted worldwide. [62]
The CMMI c© can be used in three different areas:
• Product and service development (CMMI c© for Development
model)
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• Service establishment, management, and delivery (CMMI c©
for Services model)
• Product and service acquisition (CMMI c© for Acquisition model)
CMMI c© can be applied according to two representations; con-
tinuous and staged. The continuous representation allows the user
to focus on the specific processes that are considered important
for the organization’s immediate business goals. The staged rep-
resentation is designed to provide a standard sequence of improve-
ments, and can serve as a basis for comparing the maturity of dif-
ferent projects and organizations. Applying the staged representa-
tion, one can achieve maturity levels from one to five; 1-Initial, 2-
Managed, 3-Defined, 4-Quantitatively Managed, and 5-Optimizing.
[62]
In CMMI c©, the maturity of a process measured via process ap-
praisals. The Standard CMMI Appraisal Method for Process Im-
provement (SCAMPI) is the official CMMI c© assessment method
used to evaluate organizations processes and provide ratings of ma-
turity levels [63].
2.3.2 ISO/IEC 15504
ISO/IEC 15504 [16], also known as SPICE (Software Process Im-
provement and Capability dEtermination), is a process assessment
framework. It was initially developed based on software life cycle
processes standard ISO/IEC 12207 and from maturity models like
Bootstrap and the SW-CMM c©. ISO/IEC 15504 is an international
standard.
ISO/IEC 15504 provides a structured approach for the assess-
ment of processes. The assessments can be done inside a company
to better understand its’ own processes, to meet requirements of a
customer or other stakeholder or for benchmarking purposes. The
framework for process assessment ”facilitates self-assessment, pro-
vides a basis for use in process improvement and capability de-
termination, takes into account the context in which the assessed
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process is implemented, produces a process rating, addresses the
ability of the process to achieve its purpose, is appropriate across
all application domains and sizes of organization and may provide
an objective benchmark between organizations”. ISO/IEC 15504 is
composed of five parts. The parts are illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Components of ISO/IEC 15504 [16].
ISO/IEC 15504 defines six levels to assess organizations’ pro-
cess capability: 0 - Incomplete process, 1 - Performed process, 2 -
Managed process, 3 - Established process, 4 - Predictable process,
and 5 - Optimizing process [16]. ISO/IEC 15504 part 2 defines the
requirements for performing process assessment as a basis for use
in process improvement and capability determination.
The ISO/IEC 15504 standard series will be replaced and evolved
further by 330xx standard series in the near future [64]. ISO/IEC
TR 33014:2013 Process assessment – Guide for process improvement
has already been published as a technical report [65]. ISO/IEC
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33014:2013 replaces ISO/IEC 15504:4. However, the new standards
were not publicly available while conducting the research presented.
2.3.3 ISO/IEC 29110
ISO/IEC 29110 is an emerging standard initiated in 2005. The ra-
tionale to develop such a standard is that the majority of ISO/IEC
standards do not address the needs of VSEs [2, 23]. ISO/IEC 29110
standard’s evolution began in May 2005, at the SC7 Plenary Meeting
in Finland, where a resolution was approved to ballot a proposal
for the development of software life-cycle profiles and guidelines
for use in very small entities. The standard’s aim was to facilitate
the use of other ISO/IEC standards in very small entities through
the application of life cycle profiles [36].
According to the standard, benefits that the usage of ISO/IEC
29110 provide include good internal software management pro-
cesses, greater customer confidence and satisfaction, greater soft-
ware product quality, increased sponsorship for process improve-
ment and decreased development risk [2]. These benefits might
also help with increased competitiveness and market share [2].
Smaller companies often have limited resources. Accordingly,
the need for minimum processes and practices are supported in the
scope of ISO/IEC 29110. The purpose of the Basic VSE Profile is to
define a subset of processes and outcomes of ISO/IEC 12207 and
products of ISO/IEC 15289 for software implementation and project
management. The management and engineering guides included in
the standard provide guidance for the implementation and use of a
profile. The main reasons to include software implementation and
project management are that the VSE core business is software de-
velopment and their financial success depends on successful project
completion within schedule and budget [2]. Figure 2.3 describes
the ISO/IEC 29110 set of documents and positions them within the
framework of the standard. Overviews and guides are published as
technical reports (TR), profiles are published as international Stan-
dards (IS) [2].
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Figure 2.3: ISO/IEC 29110 Set of Documents [2].
In addition to process profiles and guidance for their usage,
ISO/IEC 29110 includes process assessment framework developed
to evaluate the process capability and to evaluate whether an orga-
nization achieves the targeted VSE Profile based on the evaluated
capabilities for the processes. The process assessment framework is
based on ISO/IEC 15504-2 [66] and uses ISO/IEC 12207 as a refer-
ence model. Figure 2.4 illustrates the relevant documents and data
for a process applicable to VSE process assessment.
The ISO/IEC 29110 standard series was not yet available while
initiating the research presented. Hence, the standards have not
been applied in their full potential in the thesis. In addition, ap-
plying the CMMI c© and/or ISO/IEC 15504 was discussed when
initiating the I study of the thesis. However, the case organization
stated that they did not want to apply such an exhaustive process
reference model. Hence, the focus was sifted to process modeling
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Figure 2.4: Elements of the VSE process assessment [66].
and process reference models and standards were left for future
reference.
2.4 MOTIVATION FOR SPI
People factors are important to SPI success, for example Kaltio &
Kinnula [67] suggest that in deploying defined software processes
people factors are most important, in particular skills, motivation
and time. In addition, Baddoo&Hall [34] suggest that ”SPI has
a higher chance of success in companies where practitioners ex-
perience high motivation for it”. Furthermore, Baddoo&Hall [68]
suggest that ”SPI may not be delivering the benefits promised be-
cause insufficient attention has been paid to the human aspects of
implementing SPI”. Their view is that the non-technical, people-
management factors may explain why companies are failing to achi-
eve high process maturity [34], for example levels 4 or 5 in CMMI
[17].
SPI motivators and de-motivators have been studied in differ-
ent cultural contexts, for example, by Baddoo&Hall in UK [34, 68],
Niazi&Ali Babar in Vietnam [69,70], and Valtanen&Sihvonen in Fin-
land [3] (study III of the thesis). Baddoo&Hall [34] divide the moti-
vators between different staff groups: developers, project managers
and senior managers. The most important motivators among de-
velopers are researched to be visible SPI success, top-down com-
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mitment, i.e. visible senior management support for SPI, adequate
resources, and bottom-up initiatives, meaning that developers have
input into the design and planning of SPI. The project managers are
also motivated by visible success and adequate resources. In addi-
tion, they value process ownership (practitioners own and therefore
are able to change processes) and empowerment (practices within
the SPI programs that empower staff to take decisions on chang-
ing processes). The most important motivational factors of senior
management are visible success and meeting targets, i.e. SPI prac-
tice does not prevent the company from meeting commercial and
project goals. The study by Baddoo&Hall highlights that each of
the three roles require different motivators for SPI.
Niazi&Ali Babar [69] compare motivators between different com-
pany sizes. Their motivators are based on the results of a ques-
tionnaire conducted in eight Vietnamese software companies. They
state that a majority of the respondents from small and medium
sized companies name ”maintainable/easy processes” and ”knowl-
edgeable team leaders” as high value motivators. Nearly 50% of
them also reported ”cost beneficial” and ”job satisfaction” as high
value motivators. In addition, more than 70% of SME-size compa-
nies’ employees perceived ”training” as a medium value motivator.
Further, a study by Hall et al. [71] suggests that, quite oppo-
site to the other referenced studies [3, 34, 69], ”extrinsic motivators,
such as pay and recognition, appropriately fitting tasks to people
and a good team infrastructure are starting to play more impor-
tant roles” as software developer motivators. This finding stresses
the importance of understanding and managing the non-technical
factors, especially in high maturity software teams [71].
2.5 SPI IN SMALL SOFTWARE COMPANIES
Small companies have the same need to maintain and improve
their competitiveness as their larger counterparts and consequently
small companies also need to improve their processes [13]. This is
supported by Clarke & O’Connor’s study [18], where evidence is
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shown that increases in SPI activities increase the business success
in SMEs.
Small companies find it difficult to apply standards like ISO/IEC
15504 and CMMI c© in their process improvement initiatives. They
often perceive that the standards are too heavy-weight for them
to adopt [2, 23]. Small companies also have problems with pro-
cess assessments because they usually are expensive and require
significant company resources to produce meaningful results [30].
To solve these problems, several initiatives have focused on small
organizations’ software processes in recent years. The Software
Engineering Institute initiated a CMMI c© in Small Settings project
in 2003 to provide approaches, tools, techniques, and guidance
in small settings [72]. ISO/IEC’s efforts to facilitate the adapta-
tion of ISO/IEC standards in small companies began in 2005 when
ISO/IEC 29110’s development work was initiated [2].
In addition to efforts facilitating the use of standards in small
companies, numerous process improvement approaches have been
developed to help small companies, for example PRISMS [73], Mares
[26] and Adept [25]. It is widely agreed that the special characteris-
tics of small companies require process improvement programs to
be applied in a particular way designed for small companies [74].
However, this does not mean that SPI programs intended for small
companies should be scaled down versions of those applied in large
companies [22].
Three small software companies’ SPI initiatives have been re-
searched by Kautz [75] with interesting results. All three compa-
nies declare that the initiative had been beneficial and worthwhile.
However, the research states that there are certain conditions which
might have to be fulfilled to ensure SPI success. These conditions
are ”external financial support, interpersonal and inter organiza-
tional networks, the assistance of the researchers as mentors for
change, a tailored improvement approach, and finally the ability to
use unanticipated effects”. The conditions seem to correlate with
general SPI success factors described in e.g. [9, 35, 76].
Additional SPI success factors for smaller companies can be
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found in Pino et al. [74] where a systematic literature review deal-
ing with the existing SPI approaches in small and medium sized
companies, along with an industrial case study, is presented. The
literature review analyses 45 primary studies combined with re-
ported practical advice to identify the success factors. The ana-
lyzed studies include improvement of various processes, such as
core software development, project management, documentation,
configuration management and requirement elicitation.
Pino et al.’s [74] study shows that firstly, before starting the SPI
program, one should ensure that the organization is stable enough.
To enable success in SPI initiatives one should initiate the improve-
ments as soon as possible using a simple SPI model. The improve-
ment projects should also be properly guided. Systematic follow-
ing and coherent initiatives by means of specific procedures should
be established. The improvements should be prioritized and the
improvement points defined by the organization to allow a con-
tinuous improvement program. In addition, resistance to change
can be minimized, through organizational awareness of SPI. The
SPI program should be tracked and supervised by means of fre-
quent assessments of processes, in order to evaluate the efficiency
of the SPI program. In addition to assessments, measurement activ-
ities are needed to follow and ensure the success of SPI initiatives.
Finally, an infrastructure to support an efficient communication be-
tween the different actors involved in the improvement is needed.
Further, Pino et al.’s study highlights that process improvement ac-
tivities in small companies are often varied, to include both primary
software development and support services [74].
In addition, in order to ensure successful SPI, the new pro-
cesses should be introduced gradually [6, 34]. Stabilizing changed
processes is also important in order to make the changes perma-
nent [77].
Numerous approaches; methods, models, and techniques have
been developed to help small software organizations to model, as-
sess, and improve their processes. Since small companies often have
trouble applying standards like CMMI c© and ISO/IEC 15504, there
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are several more lightweight improvement approaches available,
e.g. Mares [26], and PEM [27], Adept [25] and RAPID [28] [78]. All
these approaches aim at improving the software process via pro-
cess assessments or evaluations. Additionally, there are approaches
aimed to develop process guides. To point out a few, ASPE-MSC
[79], and workshop oriented approach developed to the help defin-
ing electronic process guides [80]. In addition, the SPI fields’ rel-
ative newcomer, lean software process development [81], has in-
spired the development of a new process improvement method,
SPI-LEAM [82]. However, these approaches often are wide-ranging,
making them difficult for a company to compare objectively and se-
lect [43, 83, 84].
Richardson [83] has recognized characteristics that an SPI ap-
proach, suitable for a small company, should have. The approach
should, among other things, relate to the company’s business goals,
provide fast return on investment and be flexible and easy-to-use.
Kautz [75] has participated in SPI initiatives in three small compa-
nies and states that the SPI assessment and improvement approach
should be flexible and tailored for the company. Furthermore, Ana-
cleto et al. [84] have identified requirements for a customized as-
sessment method for small companies. The assessment method
should have low assessment cost, reliable results, public availabil-
ity, detailed descriptions and definitions, including the measure-
ment framework, flexibility, support for the identification of risks,
support for high level model, and conformity with ISO/IEC 15504.
The method should be supported by a software tool covering the
complete assessment process and be integrated in an assessment
methodology enabling the continuous improvement of the assess-
ment method. In addition, the assessment method should not re-
quire any specific software engineering knowledge from the com-
pany representatives.
Despite the fairly large amount of effort aimed at developing a
process assessment method suitable for small software companies’
needs, small companies still struggle with process assessments [30].
There are several reasons why smaller companies find process as-
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sessments difficult, such as cost, and the diversity of the processes
they would like included in the assessment [23, 30]. The way some
researchers have addressed these needs is by aiming at visualizing
the processes and points of improvement, especially those that are
informal and not documented, such as ideas, discussions, aware-
ness and accumulated learning experienced, a category of knowl-
edge called ’tacit knowledge’ [5, 7, 85–87].
There is a growing body of research available that highlights
the role and importance of tacit knowledge and small informal
process improvements in small and medium-sized software compa-
nies [7,85,86,88]. Clarke and O’Connor [7] state in their recent em-
pirical examination of the extent of software process improvement
in software SMEs that ”the significant majority of SPI in software
SMEs is minor or moderate in nature, sometimes leveraging the hu-
man capital via improvements in tacit knowledge”. The results of
the study show that process adaptation and optimization are im-
portant activities for software SMEs [7]. Hence, it is recommended
that future research efforts focus on identifying approaches to sup-
porting process optimization and on visualizing improvements in
tacit knowledge in software SMEs [7].
2.6 PROCESS MODELING IN PROCESS IMPROVEMENT
Curtis [8] defines a model as ”an abstract representation of reality
that excludes much of the world’s infinite detail”. The purpose of a
model is to reduce the complexity of a phenomenon by eliminating
the detail that does not influence its relevant behavior [8].
Modeling is at the core of organizational design and informa-
tion systems development [89]. Process models enable decision
makers to filter out the irrelevant complexities, so that efforts can
be directed toward the most important parts of the system under
study [89]. The five basic uses for process models are [8]:
1. Facilitating human understanding and communication – re-
quires that a group be able to share a common representa-
tional format.
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2. Supporting process improvement – requires a basis for defin-
ing and analyzing processes.
3. Supporting process management – requires a defined process
against which actual project behaviors can be compared.
4. Automating process guidance – requires automated tools for
manipulating process descriptions.
5. Automating execution support – requires a computational ba-
sis for controlling behavior within an automated environment.
Process modeling has an important role in supporting process
improvement activities [8]. Once a process is defined, it can be de-
liberately and methodically improved [8]. Process modeling helps
to create process descriptions that correspond to the processes ac-
tually performed during software development or maintenance [8].
Process modeling has been used to identify shortcomings and other
improvement opportunities in real world processes [5, 8, 87].
There are various process modeling techniques developed, for
example, UML [90], Integration Definition (IDEF) techniques [89],
simulation [91] and flowcharting [92]. Giaglis [89] has developed an
evaluation framework for business process modeling and informa-
tion system modeling techniques. The aim of the framework is to
assist technique evaluation and selection depending on the charac-
teristics of individual projects. The taxonomy applies four process
modeling perspectives presented by Curtis [8]:
1. Functional represents what process elements are being per-
formed, and what flows of informational entities (e.g., data,
artifacts, products), are relevant to these process elements.
2. Behavioral represents when process elements are performed
(e.g., sequencing), as well as aspects of how they are per-
formed through feedback loops, iteration, complex decision-
making conditions, entry and exit criteria, and so forth.
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3. Organizational represents where and by whom (which agents)
in the organization process elements are performed, the phys-
ical communication mechanisms used for transfer of entities,
and the physical media and locations used for storing entities.
4. Informational represents the informational entities produced
or manipulated by a process; these entities include data, arti-
facts, products (intermediate and end), and objects; this per-
spective includes both the structure of informational entities
and the relationships among them.
In addition to the evaluation framework, a taxonomy of eleven
modeling techniques is presented in Giaglis’s study [89]. The taxon-
omy shows that none of the reviewed process modeling techniques
satisfies all four process modeling perspectives. However, many of
the presented techniques are suitable for different perspectives of
process improvement. For example, functional aspects can be mod-
eled using flowcharting or IDEF0 modeling. Behavioral side of the
process can be modeled via e.g. simulation or Role Activity Dia-
gramming (RAD) [93]. Organizational aspects can be made visible
via RAD or simulation. For informational (i.e. data modeling) one
can use e.g. UML.
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The following sections present the research approach of the thesis.
The research problem is presented in Section 3.1, Section 3.2 dis-
cusses the research process and Section 3.3 explains the research
methods applied.
3.1 RESEARCH PROBLEM
As highlighted by the literature review in Chapter 2, despite the
numerous SPI approaches and standards, the small software com-
panies still struggle with getting their SPI initiatives going. They are
in a need of a tailored improvement approach [75] which enables
them to initiate the improvements as soon as possible [74]. The pro-
cess improvement approach in small companies should be well fo-
cused, cost-effective and suitable for process optimization and visu-
alizing improvements [7, 13]. Since process improvement activities
in smaller software companies are often varied, to include both pri-
mary software development and support services [74], small com-
panies require a flexible SPI approach suited to many kinds of pro-
cesses. Hence, the research problem of the thesis is:
• How to practically and cost-effectively initiate process im-
provement in a small software company?
The research problem has been addressed via developing a suit-
able method for initiating SPI in small companies. In addition, re-
search was conducted to understand what motivates a small com-
pany to implement continuous SPI. The results are presented in the
five studies included in the thesis. The following section explains
the research process.
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3.2 RESEARCH PROCESS
The thesis presents five studies conducted to find a practical ap-
proach for initiating process improvement in small software com-
panies. The research process is depicted in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.1
shows the five studies i.e. the five steps in the research process
and how they relate. In addition, the number of case organizations
involved in each study are shown in the figure.
Figure 3.1: The research process.
3.2.1 Initial Study
The starting point of the research was a small software company
participating a research project where the aim was to practically im-
prove the processes of SME-sized software companies with limited
knowledge of SPI. The first step of any such project is to make the
current state of the target company’s software process visible [8, 9].
One of the basic problems with small companies SPI, in ad-
dition to the often limited resources, is a difficulty with initiating
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SPI [13]. In general, the common way to initiate SPI is to apply an
SPI standard e.g. CMMI or ISO/IEC 15504, and start the improve-
ment project by implementing a related process assessment [9, 30].
However, small companies often have problems with the SPI stan-
dards [2] and process assessments because the costs and significant
resources required to produce meaningful results [30]. Hence, this
thesis presents an optional approach; process modeling as the first
step of SPI.
A process modeling technique named PISKO was published
in 2002 [87]. PISKO has been applied in several studies, see e.g.
[87, 88, 94]. PISKO has been shown to be suitable for modeling the
current process, identifying the points of improvement and identi-
fying problem points in the process. In addition, applying PISKO
does not require any previous knowledge of SPI from the target
company. Further, PISKO makes processes and its problem points
visible with a modest amount of resources.
The I study of the thesis, PISKO was applied to initiate SPI in
our target company. The results were promising, the current pro-
cess was made visible, the problem points and points of improve-
ment were identified.
3.2.2 Motivational Research
After implementing the initial study applying the PISKO technique,
the target company’s employees’ motivation for SPI was high. Since
motivation appears to be one of the main enablers of successful
SPI [34], it was important to understand what motivated the em-
ployees. Hence, a motivational study was conducted as the II study
of the thesis. As a result, a better understanding of the factors creat-
ing motivation for SPI was accomplished. Further, the motivational
study helped to better prepare for the next steps in the target com-
panys SPI initiative, the customer support process improvement
presented in study IV and test process improvement presented in
study V.
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3.2.3 The LAPPI Technique
Despite the promising results in study I, it was presumed that a
deeper understanding of the process could still be reached via pro-
cess modeling. For example, when problems with roles and re-
sponsibilities in the process were revealed, PISKO was not able to
illustrate them properly making it hard for the researchers to under-
stand the big picture. This notion had also been made in other stud-
ies piloting PISKO. Hence, the improvement of the technique had
been initiated soon after publishing the PISKO technique in [87].
Trials, where role and information flow modeling was combined to
the PISKO technique had been performed with promising results.
After study I, the author of the thesis took an active role in improv-
ing the PISKO technique. At this point the technique was at an
evolution phase where the original process modeling sessions were
supported by role and information flow modeling. The process
modeling had been divided in two workshops. The information
flow modeling was performed first and process modeling as the
second step. The next step in evolving the technique was to create
documentation templates to support the modeling work. This was
done as part of the research presented. However, the document
templates did not provide the expected results and their usage was
soon abandoned. As a result of five evolution phases, see [5], the
technique was developed into its current form and named LAPPI: A
light-weight technique to practical process modeling and improve-
ment target identification. Study III of the thesis presents the LAPPI
technique.
3.2.4 Customer Support Process Improvement and Test Process
Modeling
The LAPPI technique was validated as part of this thesis. In addi-
tion to the validation presented in study III, two validating studies
were conducted. The IVth study of the thesis was implemented in
the same small company where study I was conducted. Study IV
focused in improving the customer support process of the company
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applying LAPPI. The Vth study included three software companies.
Here, LAPPI was validated via modeling the testing processes. The
five studies presented together report a practical approach for ini-
tiating process improvement in small software companies. Further,
the results of the motivational research conducted help small soft-
ware companies towards continuous SPI.
3.3 RESEARCH METHOD
Different research methods were applied in the five studies that
frame the thesis. In the I study, action research [95] was used. The
II study was conducted as a form of a case study [96]. In III study,
a non-formal variation of constructive research [97] was applied to
develop the LAPPI technique. Study IV was conducted using action
research and V followed the case study process. In the following
sections, the research methods and how they were applied in the
studies is discussed in more detail.
3.3.1 Action Research
According to Greenwood & Levin [98] ”Action research is a social
research carried out by a team that encompasses a professional ac-
tion researcher and the members of an organization, community,
or network (”stakeholders”) who are seeking to improve the par-
ticipants’ situation.” Further, action research is stated to simulta-
neously assist in practical problem solving and expand scientific
knowledge [95].
The major strength of action research is the practical and deep
understanding the researcher obtains [99]. In addition, action re-
search process is very similar to the IDEAL SPI programmodel [32].
Its weakness is the potential lack of objectivity on the part of the
researchers when they attempt to secure a successful outcome for
their client organization [99].
Action research is conducted in five iterative phases [95]:
1. diagnosing,
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2. action planning,
3. action taking,
4. evaluating and
5. specifying learning
Action research is a practical research method helping the re-
searchers try out their theories with practitioners [100]. Its pop-
ularity is increasing in information systems’ research [95] and in
Conradi & Fugetta’s paper of improving software process improve-
ment [29] it is suggested, together with multidisciplinary teams, as
a partial solution for the fundamental method problem of how to
influence and study social organizations. In addition, Sjøberg et
al. [101] conclude in their paper about the future of empirical meth-
ods in software engineering research that action research provides
the most realistic research setting among empirical research meth-
ods. This is due to the fact that the setting of the study is the same
one in which the results will be applied apart from the presence of
the researchers [101].
In this thesis action research was applied when the active par-
ticipation of the researchers was needed to implement the study.
Hence, action research was the method of choice in studies I [88]
and IV [31]. Each of these studies involved process modeling where
the researchers acted in leading roles of the modeling workshops.
This was necessary in order to test how the outside support would
affect the SPI initiatives.
In the studies, the five phases of action research were imple-
mented to model the processes at hand. In the I study the target was
software engineering process and in study IV, the customer support
process. In both studies diagnosing and action planning phases
were conducted while preparing for the process modeling work-
shops. Action taking was the process modeling itself. Evaluating
was conducted via the identifying the points of improvement and
specifying learning phase was where the produced process model
and conducted improvements were reflected.
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3.3.2 Case Study
A case study is an empirical research method commonly applied in
software engineering research [101, 102]. Case studies are best suit-
able in situations where 1) a how or why question is being asked,
2) the focus is on a contemporary set of events, 3) over which the
investigator has little or no control [96]. Case studies are also use-
ful in answering a ”which is better” question [103]. In software
engineering case studies should be used not only to decided which
is better but also to evaluate the differences between, for example,
two design methods [104].
According to Yin [96], a complete case study protocol includes
the following: (a) The procedures for contacting key informants
and making field work arrangements; (b) explicit language and re-
minders for implementing and enforcing the rules for protecting
human subjects; (c) a detailed line of questions, or a mental agenda
to be addressed through out the data collection, including sugges-
tions about the relevant sources of data; and (d) a preliminary out-
line for the final case study report.
Quality of case studies can be assessed via four basic social sci-
ence tests [96]. The tests can be passed via applying suitable tactics
as described below [96]:
1. Construct validity can be ensured applying multiple sources
of evidence, establishing a chain of evidence and having key
informants review draft case study reports in data collection
and composition phases.
2. Internal validity can be ensured via doing pattern matching
and explanation building, addressing rival explanations and
using logic models in data analysis phase.
3. External validity can be ensured via using theory in single-case
studies and using replication logic in multiple case studies in
research design phase.
4. Reliability validity can be ensured via using case study protocol
and developing case study database in data collection phase.
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Case study designs can be single-case or multiple-case stud-
ies, and they can involve a single unit (holistic) or multiple units
(embedded) of analysis [96]. In software engineering, case studies
are important because they are needed for the industrial evalua-
tion of developed methods and tools [101]. Applying case studies,
researchers can avoid the scale-up problems that are often associ-
ated with experiments [101]. Internal validity can be a problem in
software engineering research case studies. There are three ways
of designing a software engineering case study to ensure internal
validity and avoid bias [103]: results can be compared with a com-
pany baseline, with a sister project, or components within a project
can be compared.
According to Runeson et al. [102] many research questions in
software engineering are suitable for case study research. This is
mainly because of software engineering’s multidisciplinary nature.
Research on software engineering is most often aimed at investi-
gating how software development, operation and maintenance are
conducted by software engineers and other stakeholders under dif-
ferent conditions. Runeson et al. also note that ”software develop-
ment is carried out by individuals, groups and organizations, and
social and political questions are of importance for this develop-
ment.”
In this thesis two case studies were conducted. The first one was
the motivational research implemented in study II. This study was a
single-case study involving a single unit of analysis; one small soft-
ware company. Here the data collection was implemented via inter-
views [105] and a survey [106] which are commonly used data col-
lection instruments in case studies [96]. The second case study was
study V. There, the LAPPI technique was validated via a multiple-
case study where the testing processes of three software companies
were modeled and their points of improvement identified. For the
Vth study, action research would have also been a good choice.
However, case study was chosen because it would make it easier to
compare the results of each company.
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3.3.3 Constructive Research
Constructive research aims at producing novel solutions to both
practical and theoretical problems [97]. The constructive approach
is based on a design of constructs or constructions of a solution.
Constructive research is suggested to be applied to producing so-
lutions to explicit problems: a change process and/or something
which is profoundly different from existing concepts, something
that produces new reality and its usability can be demonstrated
through the implementation of solutions [107]. The features of the
constructive research approach are presented in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: The features of the constructive research approach [97]
.
Despite being a less discussed research method in software engi-
neering research, constructive research is not a new approach. Oye-
goke [97] reports that there are several applied constructive studies
in technical sciences (new product development), clinical medicine
(creation of a new treatment), finance (option pricing), philosophy
(creating artificial language), management accounting (a new bud-
geting system) and operations research.
The possible limitations of constructive research are that a so-
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lution (the construct) that is considered technically adequate is not
necessarily guaranteed to work in practice [107]. These problems
can be tackled by linking an early problem definition stage to both
practical and theoretical problems, and the involvement of the or-
ganizations applying the construct in designing and implementing
the solution [97]. Furthermore, another possible limitation is the
scientific prowess of the constructive research approach. However,
constructive research passes the objectiveness and criticalness of ap-
plied research [97].
A non-formal variation of constructive research was applied in
developing the LAPPI technique. The construct of the study was the
LAPPI technique itself that was evolved via five evolution phases
explained in [5]. The construct was shown to work in practice via
42 validating studies.
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In this Chapter the five separate studies and their results are pre-
sented. The five studies are divided into approach development
studies, presented in Section 4.1, and approach validation studies,
in Section 4.2. The aim of the studies was to find an practical ap-
proach to initiating process improvement in small software com-
panies. The aim is met by offering a validated process modeling
technique, LAPPI, suitable for this task. In addition, motivation
monitoring, consisting of motivational interviews and a survey, is
proposed to be used to support SPI initiation and to enable continu-
ous SPI. The main contribution of the thesis is presented in Section
4.3.
4.1 APPROACH DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
The studies related to developing the approach for small companies
to initiate process improvement are presented in this Section.
4.1.1 Study I: Initial Study
Research Paper: Anu Valtanen and Jarmo J. Ahonen: Big Improve-
ments With Small Changes: Improving the Processes of a Small
Software Company [88]
Summary: Study I describes the first steps of SPI in a small software
company. When initiating the improvement efforts, the processes
were at zero level, the employees were not even quite sure whether
they used such things. However, the whole company was eager
to improve their operations. The first SPI initiative was executed
by modeling the software process using the PISKO technique [87].
The problem points were identified, the software process stream-
lined and improvements implemented.
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The results: As a result of the process modeling and improvement ef-
forts process culture and basis for the company’s SPI program were
created. Further, high motivation for SPI was gained. The results
indicate that one practical way to initiate process improvement in
a small software company is applying process modeling. Process
modelings enables making the process and its problem points vis-
ible with a modest amount of resources. To improve the process,
it is suggested optimize it; to clarify the process by omitting un-
necessary phases and assigning clear pre- and post- conditions for
process phases. Further, the the process and roles and responsi-
bilities related to it should be made clear for all the stakeholders.
Nominating a person in charge of the processes is important. Fur-
ther, a need for improving the PISKO technique became apparent
and an active role in the technique’s improvement efforts was taken
by the author.
4.1.2 Study II: Motivational Research
Research Paper: Anu Valtanen and Hanna-Miina Sihvonen: Em-
ployees’ Motivation for SPI: Case Study in a Small Finnish Software
Company [3]
Summary: High motivation for SPI among the case organization
was registered during the improvement initiative of the study I.
It was understood that with a small company’s limited resources,
motivation of the employees would be essential in order to enable
continuous process improvement. To find out how to maintain the
motivation it was decided to conduct motivational research. A se-
ries of interviews and a motivation survey were conducted in the
case organization. The interviews were designed to measure the
overall SPI experience of the employees. The survey on its part
was based on previous motivation factors presented by Baddoo &
Hall [34].
The results: The motivational factors of the employees and the CEO
of the case organization were quite different in nature. The CEO
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named meeting targets, cost beneficiality and visible success as his
main motivators. The employees consider that job satisfaction, au-
tonomy and standardization are the most important motivators.
Perhaps not suprisingly, the CEO named productivity related issues
to have the most positive impact on his motivation. Meanwhile, the
employees most appreciate factors that make their jobs easier. In
addition to revealing the factors that motivate the employees and
the management, motivation survey and the interviews proved to
be useful tools in planning the future SPI strategy.
4.1.3 Study III: The LAPPI Technique
Research Paper: Anu Raninen, Jarmo J. Ahonen, Hanna-Miina Si-
hvonen, Paula Savolainen and Sarah Beecham: LAPPI: A Light-
weight Technique to Practical Process Modeling and Improvement
Target Identification [5]
Summary: The LAPPI technique and its evolution process is de-
scribed in detail in study III. LAPPI is a practical and lightweight
modeling technique designed to suite all kinds of process improve-
ment needs. It is especially useful in the process improvement ini-
tiation phase.
The results: The LAPPI process modeling technique, that pays par-
ticular attention to ease of use, speed, and low utilization cost, has
been developed in order to facilitate SPI initiation in SME-sized
software companies. LAPPI is an evolved version of the PISKO
modeling technique, described in [87], that allows for role and in-
formation flow modeling. The result of the LAPPI technique is a
process overview and improvement suggestions generated via pro-
cess modeling workshops. The LAPPI technique has been widely
tested in software industry. In study III, we present 42 modeling
cases conducted in 31 companies where LAPPI has been applied
and validated.
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4.2 APPROACH VALIDATION STUDIES
The studies related to validating the LAPPI technique are presented
in this Section.
4.2.1 Study IV: Customer Support Process Improvement
Research Paper: Anu Raninen, Helena Merikoski, Jarmo J. Ahonen
and Sarah Beecham: Applying Software Process Modeling to Im-
prove Customer Support Processes [31]
Summary: Customer support process was a natural improvement
target after the software engineering process in our case organiza-
tion from study I. Customer support has a significant role in organi-
zations’ operations, because they offer product software: products
that are not developed for one specific customer, but for an entire
market [108]. The customer support improvement project was exe-
cuted using the LAPPI technique. The success of the improvement
efforts was measured via a customer satisfaction survey adminis-
tered in two subsequent years. One survey before applying LAPPI,
and another a year later, to measure the success of the improvement
efforts.
The results: Applying the LAPPI technique highlighted that the
organisation had problems with their customer support services.
Consequently the customer support process was streamlined. The
results of the customer satisfaction surveys were encouraging: cus-
tomer satisfaction improved in several areas, with significant im-
provement in support request response times, and in customer sup-
port request resolution.
4.2.2 Study V: Test Process Modeling
Research Paper: Tanja Toroi, Anu Raninen and Lauri Va¨a¨ta¨inen:
Identifying Process Improvement Targets in Test Processes: A Case
Study [33]
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Summary: The V study presents the results of case studies con-
ducted in three software companies in order to identify the im-
provement targets in their test processes. The testing processes were
modeled using the LAPPI technique and based on the modelings,
improvement suggestions were given.
The results: The most significant problems identified in this study
were the low level of unit testing, unknown repercussions of code
changes, and missing exit criteria for testing. In addition, a prob-
lem that has not been frequently reported in previous research was
identified. It appears that software companies find it difficult to
integrate test automation with their manual test processes. Making
the recurring test related problems known among the software in-
dustry helps to justify the need for test process improvement and
standardization of test processes.
4.3 RESULTS
Previous SPI research suggests that in order to initiate SPI in a small
company, a light-weight, easy to apply approach that produces vis-
ible results quickly is needed. The results of the research presented
in this thesis support these notions. In addition, the motivation of
the employees of the company aiming to improve is highlighted. In
this section the main contribution of the thesis is presented. Section
4.3.1 gives an overview of LAPPI, a technique for SPI initiation. In
section 4.3.2 motivational monitoring, a way to gather information
on how SPI initiatives should be initiated and implemented in small
companies is discussed.
4.3.1 The LAPPI technique
LAPPI (A Light-weight Technique to Practical Process Modeling
and Improvement Target Identification) [5] provides an easy to use,
lightweight tool for process modeling and improvement target iden-
tification. The method used in the development of LAPPI is a non-
formal variation of constructive research [97].
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The LAPPI technique makes the process visible and its problem
points visible through process modeling [8]. Using LAPPI does not
exclude the usage of reference models like CMMI or ISO/IEC 15504
and associated process assessment approaches. However, LAPPI is
suggested to be used instead of standards-based process assessment
to initiate SPI. In relation to the Initiating-Diagnosing-Establishing-
Acting-Leveraging (IDEAL) model [109], which can be used as ba-
sis for an SPI program, LAPPI is most beneficial in the diagnos-
ing phase of SPI. The result of applying the LAPPI technique is
an understanding of the workings of the current processes and the
organizational interactions and a process description baseline.
The LAPPI technique consists of 13 steps presented in Figure
4.1. The key of the technique are the two modeling sessions. In
the first one, the roles and information flows are modeled. In the
second session the process is made visible. In both sessions a wall-
chart technique is applied [87]. LAPPI involves two teams; ’leading
team’ and ’customer organization’. The leading team is responsible
for chairing the modeling workshops and creating the documenta-
tion that is the result of LAPPI. The process modeling workshop
participants form the customer organization. The LAPPI technique
can be applied with or without external help. With external help,
the leading team comes from outside the organization. As a re-
sult, the LAPPI technique produces a process overview and im-
provement suggestions. The process overview consists of a process
model and diagrams/tables describing the process phases and par-
ticipating roles.
LAPPI has been developed in collaboration between academia
and industry. Validation of the technique in 42 studies conducted
in 31 companies presented in Raninen et al. [5] indicates that the
technique is suitable for modeling the current process and identify-
ing the points of improvement in the process. Practical experience
shows that LAPPI provides a cost-effective technique for process
modeling and improvement target identification especially in small
and medium-sized enterprises.
The LAPPI technique has been validated through the 42 studies
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Figure 4.1: The LAPPI technique’s 13 steps [5].
reported in study III [5]. In addition, four validating case studies
are presented in this thesis. These four studies apply the most up-
to-date version of the LAPPI technique. In study IV the technique
is applied to model a customer support process. In study V, LAPPI
is used to model testing processes of three companies. In both cases
the modeling was conducted with external help. The author of the
thesis acted as the chairman of the modeling workshops i.e. the
head of the leading team.
In study IV, applying the LAPPI technique made the case or-
ganization’s problems with their customer support services visible.
Consequently the customer services process was streamlined. We
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validated our approach by examining responses to customer satis-
faction questionnaires administered prior to and post our LAPPI
intervention. Results were encouraging: customer satisfaction im-
proved in several areas, with significant improvement in customer
response times, and in customer support request resolution [31].
Customer support has a significant role in the case organizations’
operations, because they offer product software [108]. Applying
an SPI approach to customer support process improvement turned
out to be beneficial. In this case minimal amount of resources, 101
man-hours (65 hours from target company + 36 hours of researcher
time), was required to provide remarkable improvements. As a re-
sult, it appears that improving customer support and integrating
it tightly with the software engineering process helps to improve
customer satisfaction.
In study V, test process improvement projects were initiated us-
ing LAPPI in three case organizations. The problems identified
applying LAPPI were fairly similar to those reported in earlier test
process improvement related studies. As a result of study V, pro-
cess modeling can be recommended as means to get the test pro-
cess improvement projects going. A light-weight way of making the
problems of test processes visible appears to help to underline the
importance of test process improvement. Also, seeing the concrete
problems might convince the companies to exploit the test related
standards and test improvement approaches to support the process
improvement.
Further, the results of the study V support that the LAPPI tech-
nique is a simple and cost-effective tool to identify process problems
with small amount of resources. At the minimum, it took only 83
man-hours to provide a case organization with a process overview
and identified process problems. In addition, improvement sugges-
tions are easy to provide based on the detailed modeling results.
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4.3.2 Motivation Monitoring
In small software companies SPI initiatives, the motivation of the
employees plays on important role [3]. The human resources repre-
sent a crucial part of companies process infrastructure [67]. Hence,
their motivation for SPI is an important factor for successful im-
provement initiatives and implementation [3]. However, previous
studies of SPI motivation have concentrated on exploring motiva-
tion mainly in large and SME sized software companies, and not
emphasized the small and very small software companies. Study II
provides a more comprehensive perspective of small software com-
panies employees motivation and point of views on SPI [3].
Data collection method of study II consisted of two basic instru-
ments: individual interviews and motivation survey designed by
Baddoo et al. [34]. The instrument is described in detail in study
II [3]. According to the motivation survey, the most important fac-
tors having strong positive impact on motivation were top-down
commitment, shared best practices, resources and bottom-up ini-
tiatives. The most important motivators having a positive impact
were autonomy, feedback and justifiable benefits. The factors the
employees themselves chose to be the most important, were job sat-
isfaction, standardization, and autonomy.
The results of study II suggest that motivation monitoring in
form of the motivation survey and the interviews are useful tools
in planning the SPI strategy. A lot of valuable information was
discovered for planning and implementing the next steps of SPI.
Hence, when initiating SPI or planning future SPI cycles in small
software companies, it could be useful to carry out a motivation
monitoring before SPI actions or latest, in the early stages of the SPI
initiative. As a result, the companies have a better understanding
of how to involve and interact with the employees or management.
For example, based on study II, we can conclude that in the
future SPI initiatives, we should aim at increasing job satisfaction.
First step should perhaps be coming up with a way to measure the
satisfaction. In addition, the employees should be given freedom to
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plan and implement SPI themselves where possible, since they are
motivated by autonomy. Further, we can state that the employees
are not afraid of standardized ways of work which should ease the
improvement whereas process formalization might be needed.
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In this thesis, an optional approach for initiating SPI in small com-
panies is presented. Here, process modeling using the LAPPI tech-
nique [5] is suggested as the first step of SPI. Further, motiva-
tion monitoring [3] is recommended to be applied in order to sup-
port enabling continuous improvement in small software compa-
nies. The proposed approaches’ position in relation to the IDEAL
model [109], which can be used as a roadmap for an SPI initiative,
is presented in Figure 5.1. LAPPI and motivation monitoring are
shown to be beneficial in the initiating stage of SPI initiatives, see
studies I-V.
Figure 5.1: The LAPPI technique and motivation monitoring in relation to the IDEAL
model.
The majority of software companies are small [11,36]. The small
companies need to improve their operations to maintain their com-
petitiveness [13]. To attain better product quality through improved
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processes SPI has proved to be a beneficial solution [19, 20, 44–46].
When a process is fit for its purpose, it produces satisfactory prod-
ucts [6]. However, small companies often have problems with ini-
tiating SPI. They say that the standards and approaches developed
for SPI adoption are too heavyweight and hard to implement [2,
13, 23]. Further, a recent study by Clarke and O’Connor [7] shows
that smaller software companies prefer to make small adjustments
to the software process on a regular basis rather than implement a
few major SPI initiatives.
For successful SPI initiation in small companies, a light-weight
approach that can produce visible results quickly is needed [83].
Approaches aiming to fulfill this requirement have been developed
in previous research [25, 26]. However, these approaches are usu-
ally based on process assessment. Process assessments measure the
fitness of the software process in relation to a standardized process
reference model, for example one presented in CMMI or ISO/IEC
15504. The idea is that via light-weight process assessments small
companies can more easily adopt the reference models and apply
them as a basis for their SPI initiatives. However, small companies
find the process assessments difficult to implement [23, 30]. In ad-
dition, small informal process improvements and tacit knowledge
may not be easily detectable using traditional process assessment
approaches [7].
The proposed approach for SPI initiation does not exclude the
usage of process reference models and process assessment in the
later stages of SPI. Applying the LAPPI technique enables the visu-
alization of tacit knowledge, process optimization and implement-
ing small informal process improvements. Motivation monitoring
supports spreading tacit knowledge and helps the companies to
better understand how they could support their employees with
striving for continuous improvement. The LAPPI technique and
motivation monitoring are suitable to be used to initiate small infor-
mal process improvement as well as larger SPI initiatives supported
by SPI models and standards.
The suggested approach for initiating improvement is discussed
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in the following sections. First, the LAPPI technique and its appli-
cability are evaluated in section 5.1. Second, the motivation moni-
toring is reflected in section 5.2. Third, limitations of the study and
future research are discussed in section 5.3.
5.1 THE LAPPI TECHNIQUE
As shown by the validating presented in studies III-V [5,31,33], the
LAPPI technique enables small companies to initiate SPI by making
processes and their problem points visible via process modeling [8]
instead of standard based process assessment. A process model
enables decision makers to filter out the irrelevant complexities, so
that improvement efforts can be directed toward the most impor-
tant parts of the process [89]. The result of the LAPPI technique
is a process overview and improvement suggestions generated via
the process modeling workshops. LAPPI is practical, easy to ap-
ply, lightweight and publicly available. Using LAPPI, the processes
are modeled in a practical and cost-effective way. The technique
involves the employees of the target company and makes the re-
sistance to change somewhat smaller [5, 88]. Despite the fact that
LAPPI does not make the usage of standards like ISO/IEC 15504 or
CMMI c© mandatory, they can be, and are often beneficial, used as
reference models during the improvement projects.
Previous research has shown that, in small companies, SPI should
be initiated using a simple, flexible and cost-effective approach
[74, 83]. The improvements to be implemented should be prior-
itized and points of improvement defined to allow a continuous
improvement program [74]. LAPPI has been shown to be a sim-
ple and flexible technique that produces visible results quickly [5].
However, it does not provide a mechanism for prioritizing the im-
provements.
Further, the industry people, who were asked to evaluate LAPPI
in study III [5], state that the technique makes them feel part of the
improvement initiative. Employee participation has shown to be
important, people are more likely to support what they have partic-
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ipated in creating [80]. Increased participation leads to better solu-
tions and enhanced organizational problem solving capability [110].
Further, the evaluation of the technique shows that LAPPI is good
for motivation, one of the most important SPI enablers [34,35]. The
LAPPI technique is shown to be suitable for process optimization
which is one of the main ways how SME-sized companies improve
their processes [7, 88]. In addition, LAPPI enables the tacit knowl-
edge to be used as an input for the SPI initiative via making pro-
cesses, roles and information flows visible in a way other methods
cannot. The visualization of tacit knowledge is supported by sep-
arate modeling session for roles and information flows related to
the process. In addition, LAPPI stimulates discussion and makes
people feel invested in SPI [5]. A more detailed discussion of the
strengths and weaknesses of the LAPPI technique is presented in
study III [5].
5.2 MOTIVATION MONITORING
Management and employee motivation and commitment supports
successful process improvement [34, 35]. Further, to attain the best
results, SPI must be a continuous effort [9, 76]. Hence, it is impor-
tant to understand what motivates a small company to implement
continuous SPI. In the case organization of study II the motiva-
tion for SPI was high from day one. It was understood that this
high level of motivation should be maintained in order to make the
SPI initiatives continuous. Motivational research, including inter-
views and a survey about motivational factors [34], was conducted
in order to find what motivates the employees for SPI and how to
maintain the motivation.
The motivational research revealed that employees find it mo-
tivating to perform their different roles in the company especially
when these roles are well defined [3]. This was evident because
autonomy, communication, process ownership, shared best prac-
tices, standardization, and training were seen as highly motivating
factors. In addition, the results indicated that employees are moti-
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vated by surprisingly regulative and perhaps even restrictive work
practices. The employees stated that they gain job satisfaction from
producing and following a good quality process. In addition, they
hope that SPI will make them work in a more standardized way.
These motivators are similar to those presented in earlier studies,
see [34] and [69].
The management’s motivators were also researched. The target
company’s CEO’s motivators were quite similar to those detected
in previous research [34]. He stated that it would be motivating to
meet targets and have an improved cost/revenue ratio through SPI.
In addition, visible success motivated him. Hence, it is clear that
managers are motivated differently to other employees.
The motivational interviews and the questionnaire offered valu-
able input for planning and implementing the future SPI initiatives,
in addition to measuring the motivational factors of the employees
and the management. Hence, motivation monitoring, consisting of
the interviews and the survey, is proposed to be used in software
companies before initiating SPI or by the latest, in the early stages
of the SPI initiative. The research presented indicates that motiva-
tional monitoring helps in ensuring continuous SPI.
5.3 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
The limitations of the research presented and implications to future
research are covered in this Section.
5.3.1 Threats to Construct Validity
Construct validity is defined as ”identifying correct operational mea-
sures for the concepts being studied” [96]. Hence, to show construct
validity, a demonstration that a test is measuring what it claims to
be measuring is needed.
Despite the LAPPI technique being validated extensively in stud-
ies III, IV and V, the results are mostly based on the opinions of the
case organizations’ employees. This is because formal measure-
ment of SPI success is often problematic [111]. In addition to the
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customer satisfaction survey presented in paper IV, there are no
other quantitative measures in place. The measurement of the SPI
initiation success is based on the motivational interviews presented
in study II and other discussions with the case organizations. This
issue is a complex one. On the other hand, in small companies, the
opinions of the employees appear to be one of the most relevant
measures in improvement [7]. However, it would be beneficial to
have quantitative data to support the applicability of LAPPI and
motivation monitoring.
Further, the LAPPI technique was developed using a non-formal
variation of constructive research. The possible limitations of con-
structive research are that a solution (the construct) that is consid-
ered technically adequate is not necessarily guaranteed to work in
practice [107]. The limitations of the constructive research method
in study III are discussed in [5].
In addition, the action research collaborative framework dimin-
ishes the researcher’s ability to control the process and the out-
comes of the research [95]. Action research, applied in studies I and
IV, looks a lot like consultancy [95]. This may confuse the case or-
ganizations as they may expect consultancy-type performance from
the researchers, which is also a threat to construct validity. The au-
thor has been conscious of this risk from the beginning and has
made sure to carefully explain the research settings to the target
company.
5.3.2 Threats to Internal Validity
Internal validity refers to causal relationships between different in-
terpretations of research results [96]. For example, how well a piece
of research allows you to choose among alternate explanations of
something.
An internal validity threat to be taken into account in the thesis
is that the observed improvements cannot be claimed to be unam-
biguously due to the LAPPI intervention in study IV [31]. Despite
the customer satisfaction surveys showing a trend of improvement,
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there may be various other reasons for customers reporting higher
levels of confidence in customer support in the company.
5.3.3 Threats to External Validity
External validity deals with the problem of knowing whether a
study’s findings are generalizable to other contexts [96]. Gener-
alization of the results is one of the biggest limitations of case stud-
ies [96]. Generalizing the result from few cases may be dangerous.
In studies III, IV and V, we show that the LAPPI technique is ap-
plicable in identifying the problem points of different kinds of or-
ganizations and processes. However, LAPPI has only been applied
in Finnish companies which is a limitation to external validity. In
addition, the motivation monitoring in study II is only shown to be
beneficial in the one company in which our study was conducted
and, as such, it needs further validation. Therefore, although 46
case studies were conducted, we cannot generalize the results out-
side the given context of SMEs delivering product software in Fin-
land.
5.3.4 Threats to Reliability
Reliability threats are to do with other researchers’ ability to re-
peat the conducted studies [96]. The LAPPI technique is described
in detail in Raninen et al. [5] and should be repeatable. Further,
motivational research presented in study II [3] is a replication of
Baddoo&Hall’s study [34] and should be replicable also in other
contexts.
However, what cannot be unambiguously claimed, is that the
results of applying LAPPI would be exactly same if implemented
by other researchers. One of LAPPI’s limitations is its potential de-
pendability on the chairman’s skills. The chairman leads the model-
ing sessions. In addition, wrong people participating the modeling
may make the effort void. These limitations are discussed in [5].
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5.3.5 Future Research
An alternative approach for initiating SPI in small software compa-
nies is proposed in this thesis. The approach: the LAPPI process
modeling technique and motivation monitoring, are suggested to
be applied in the initiation phase of process improvement projects
to get the SPI initiatives going. The validation of LAPPI has been
presented in studies III, IV and V. The motivation monitoring is
applied in study II. Despite the fact that the approach has been
shown to work in the presented studies, further research is needed
to strengthen the validation of the approach.
Further research is needed to study whether the approach can
be applied in other contexts, preferably outside of Finland. The
research presented could be extended by applying the LAPPI tech-
nique in other countries and cultural environments. In addition, the
motivation monitoring could be applied in additional companies in
Finland and elsewhere. Motivation survey presented in study II
is a replication of Baddoo&Hall [34], used also by Niazi&Ali Babar
in [70]. However, in those studies the focus was mainly on research-
ing what motivates the SPI practitioners. In this thesis, a newway to
apply the motivational survey results is proposed. In addition, the
motivational interviews conducted in study II [3] is a new instru-
ment. The approach suggested here is to conduct the motivation
interviews and survey before or in the beginning of an SPI initia-
tive. As a result, the companies can form a better understanding
of how to involve and interact the employees and/or management
in the SPI initiatives. This approach needs further validation. Mo-
tivation monitoring needs to be applied in other companies to see
whether it brings additional value in more than one context.
In addition, the quantitative measurement of the SPI initiation
approach’s effectiveness would be an interesting research topic, as
suggested in Section 5.3.1. It would be beneficial to have more
quantitative data to support the applicability of LAPPI and moti-
vation monitoring. However, there are not that many unambiguous
measures available to demonstrate the success of SPI initiatives in
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general [111]. Hence, further research is still needed to first, de-
velop reliable measures for the success of SPI initiation and second,
to collect data in software companies. Results from replicating the
approach in different contexts will indicate whether the results can
be reliably generalized.
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6 Conclusion
Small companies have trouble applying the existing software pro-
cess improvement approaches and standards. With their limited re-
sources they especially struggle with initiating SPI. It would appear
that the traditional SPI approach (process improvement supported
by process reference models and process assessment) is not neces-
sarily the best possible solution for SCs. In this thesis an optional
approach is presented.
Previous research has shown that small software companies pre-
fer to make small adjustments to the software process on a regular
basis. In SCs SPI, process optimization is an important activity.
Further, smaller companies SPI is characterized by the need to be
focused and tacit knowledge-led where informal improvements in
the form of ideas, discussions, awareness and accumulated learning
experienced are important [7].
The main contribution of the thesis is the LAPPI process mod-
eling technique. As shown in study III, LAPPI enables making
processes and their problem points visible in a practical and cost-
effective way. The LAPPI technique is designed to be applied as
the first step of SPI in small software companies. LAPPI supports
small adjustments and tacit knowledge-led SPI by visualizing the
tacit knowledge and points of improvement. For example, in study
IV, the majority of identified problems were addressed through im-
provements in communication and making tacit knowledge explicit
and defining employee roles. The support is provided via high-
lighting the roles and information flows related to the process. A
separate modeling session specifically for role and information flow
modeling is an important part of the LAPPI technique [5].
Further, to complement the LAPPI technique, motivation mon-
itoring is proposed to support initiating SPI and enabling contin-
uous improvement. Motivation monitoring provides an improved
understanding on how to involve the employees in SPI initiatives.
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The results of study II strengthen the results of previous stud-
ies [34, 70], where it is shown that managers and employees are
motivated differently. In our study the CEO named productivity
related issues to have the most positive impact on his motivation.
Meanwhile, among the employees, factors that increase job satis-
faction and facilitate executing the processes were seen as the most
significant. Hence, it can be concluded that, when implementing
SPI programs, managers cannot assume that their employees will
be motivated in the same way as they are. Further, the research
presented highlights that a motivated workforce will ease the im-
plementation and support of continuous SPI [3].
The suggested SPI initiation approach, LAPPI complemented by
motivation monitoring, helps a company to understand their cur-
rent processes, the problematic areas of the process, and organiza-
tional interactions. In addition, the SPI initiation approach results
in creating a process description baseline. This approach supports
the small companies with process optimization and implementing
small adjustments to the software process on a regular basis. How-
ever, applying the LAPPI technique does not exclude the usage of
process reference models and standards in later phases of SPI.
The LAPPI technique has been validated in over 40 studies con-
ducted in over 30 companies. It is shown to be suitable for mod-
eling the current process and identifying the points of improve-
ment in the process. Motivation monitoring has been applied in
one small software company. All case studies are conducted in Fin-
land. Hence, further research is needed to test the suitability of
the SPI initiation approach in different cultural environments. In
addition, motivation monitoring needs to be applied in additional
companies to be able to confirm the benefits it brings.
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